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APPENDIX 11. NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN - INITIAL PARISH SURVEY  
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The survey was delivered to every household in the parish of Beckley and Stowood, was 
publicised in the Beckley Newsletter, which was also delivered to every household and by e-
mail by the Parish Council was available on line on The Beckley and Stowood web site. 
 
RESULTS  
 
56 (22%) households of the 250 in the parish participated in the survey.   The participants and 
their answers have been anonymised as some of the questions are personal.  Of the 56 
households who responded 6 were from Wick Farm, 4 from Stowood and the rest from 
Beckley. 
The detailed results and analysis for each question can be in detailed results section that 
follows.  
 

The Population of Beckley and Stowood 
 
The population of the parish mainly consists of older age groups 28% 60-69 and 52% 45-49.  
82% had no children in the household and the small number with children had 1-3 children. 
The children’s ages ranged between pre-school and 18 years with the highest proportion 
being between 11-16, but the total numbers were very small.  
 
Consequently 46% of households consisted of only two people.  Over 51% of respondents had 
lived in Beckley parish for 21 to over 30 years. 
 
Services 
 
Being a rural parish only the main part of Beckley village is served by mains drainage, which 
was put in a few years ago. 42% of respondents were not on mains drainage. 
 
The parish also does not have main gas and so a variety of the fuel is used, the most popular 
being oil, followed by wood and LPG, although heat pumps are the next most common heat 
source.  Many households use a number of different types of fuel.  If main gas were available 
36% highly likely to want to use it. 
 
Housing 
 
Although the majority of households have 1 or 2 residents 45% of houses have 4 bedrooms 
with 66% having 4 bedrooms or more. 
 
Asked about their intention to move house in the next 5-10 years 71% had no plans to do so.  
The 10% who said they might move of these 20% said their house was too large. 7% too small, 
13% wanted to live independently 7% wanted to live closer to relatives.  Most were trying to 
downsize either house or garden, which reflects the ages of the respondents. 7% felt their 
house too small.  If moving the ideal sized house for 35% of those who responded was 2 
bedrooms, 29% 3 bedrooms and the same percentage with 4 bedrooms. 
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Asked about the provision of affordable housing 96% did not want it and only 2 respondents 
[3.6% wanted affordable housing and only I person wanted housing with support services 
provided. 
 
Future Development for the Parish  
 
39% of respondents agreed that there could be development on carefully chosen sites outside 
the conservation area.  32% said the parish needed more specialist and low cost housing, 
which is in conflict with the last answers, about affordable housing, but it is possible that 
‘affordable’ housing has negative connotations. 30% thought the parish should take its fair 
share of at least 5% more houses (which would mean 13in total), however 27% said there 
should be no more development and 23% thought the parish needed more specialist housing 
to meet the aging population. 
 
Aspirations for the Next 15 Years 
 
43% of respondents would like to attract younger people to the parish and as the age profile 
is older this would change the complexion. 30% would like more small houses with 21% 
wanting more bungalows and houses suitable for the elderly. 21% wanted more mixed 
housing while 27% thought it should remain as it is. Although aspirations are clearly mixed 
there is a clear wish to attract more young people, while providing more mixed housing, 
including smaller homes for older people. 
 
Importance of the Green Belt 
 
There was considerable support for the Green Belt and its purposes, particularly in protecting 
the parish from being part of Oxford City.  71% felt that older buildings such as barns should 
be developed and 52% sensible infilling.  Although 20% felt that there should be no 
development at all in the Green Belt, which as the whole Parish is ‘washed over’ by the Green 
Belt would mean no development whatsoever. 
 
Employment 
 
Numbers of respondents in employment numbers were reasonably split with 37% of 

households were none were employed to 27% were one was and 34% were two were.  This 
reflects the older age profile of respondents. 

A large proportion of people work at home, every day, while others work from home on some 

days, 2 or 4 days per week being the most popular.  Otherwise the most popular way to 

commute is by car or car and train.  The average commute was very small 5-10 miles being 
the most popular, but most do not. 

Apart from commuting, apart from visitors other local traffic is connected with the school run.  
Most children cycle to school [37.5%] or are taken by car [25%] or coach [25%].  The journeys 

to school are quite short for most it was only 5-10 miles. 

 Issues for the Neighbourhood Plan 
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A list of issues for the neighbourhood Plan were identified in the initial public meeting and 

views were sought about this original list and the answers ranked.  

The most important issue for the Neighbourhood Plan was preservation of the Green Belt 

[84%], since there had been a number of threats to build on Wick Farm and other fields south 

of the B4027. 

This was closely followed by keeping the pub [71%] and protecting the views from the  

village [59%]. 

Design and planning, where to build, mixed housing and social/affordable housing were also 
high in the ranking and are issues that the Neighbourhood Plan can address.  

Buses, traffic etc. are issues that the Plan cannot address, but could try to help alleviate with 

design and site criteria. 

DETAILED RESPONSES 
 

 
 

The 46% of households consisted of 2 people, the highest proportion, followed closely by 

single households and then those with four people.  The Parish has few households with 3 or 

more people with approximately 70% of households having one or two people. 
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The highest age group is 60-69 [28%], followed by the 45-59 [26%] year olds.  There are few 
younger people.  This is significant when looking at housing needs and also reflects the 
number in each household in the previous question. 
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As would be expected from the previous answers 82% of households had no children in the 
household. 
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Of the 18 children in households which responded the ages were spread, with the highest 
number in the 11 to 16 age group, but from a very low number. 
 

 

Preschool – 3 [17%]     

2-5 yrs - 3 [17%] 

6-10 yrs – 2 [11%] 

11-16 yrs -7 [39%] 

17-18 yrs - 3 [17%] 

 

 

% 
 
10 
 
12 
 
26 
 
 
28 
 
17 
 
7 
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Most had lived in Beckley for a long time with over 51% living in Beckley and Stowood Parish 
for 21->30 years.  It is obviously a popular village where people want to stay, hence the old 
age range of the residents. 
 

 
A few years ago, the middle parts of the village of Beckley were put on mains drainage.  The 
outer areas of the Parish are still not connected. 
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Along with the lack of mains drainage outside the village centre there is no mains gas  
either.  63% use oil, 23% wood, 14% LPG and remaining 21% using other use a variety of  
energy sources – see list above. 
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Asked if mains gas were available how likely they were to use it 36% said they were highly 
likely, 30% weren’t sure and 30% said they would stick to what they were using.  There is a 
mains gas line parallel to the B4027 across the fields approximately ½ mile from Stowood. 
 
 

 
 
In trying to assess housing need it was useful to assess the size of current houses by the  
number of bedrooms. Although the majority of households have 1 or 2 residents 45% of 
houses have 4 bedrooms with 66% having 4 bedrooms or more. 
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In trying to asses housing need residents were asked if they intended to move house in the 
next 5-10 years.  71% said ‘no’ only 10% said ‘yes’.  This reflects earlier answers on the years 
they had lived in the Parish.  When people come to live in the Parish they don’t want to leave.  
Also, the older age profile makes moving more unlikely. 
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Of the few respondents 20% said their house was too large. 7% too small, 13% wanted to live 
independently 7% wanted to live closer to relatives and of other reasons there were concerns 
about continuing to manage their garden and being able to drive when older. 
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Many wanted to reduce the size of their house if they moved. From the previous answers to 

question 10 – “Although the majority of households have 1 or 2 residents 45% of houses have 

4 bedrooms with 66% having 4 bedrooms or more. “The responses show 35% want a 2-

bedroomed house, 29% 3-bedroomed and 29% 4-bedroomed. 
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39% of respondents agreed that there could be development on carefully chosen sites outside 
the conservation area.  32% said the parish needed more specialist and low cost housing, 
which is slightly in conflict with the last answers. 30% thought the parish should take its fair 
share of at least 5% more houses [13], however 27% said there should be no more 
development and 23% thought the parish needed more specialist housing to meet the aging 
population. 
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Other comments are given below. 
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43% of respondents would like to attract younger people to the parish and as the age profile 
is older this would change the complexion. 30% would like more small houses with 21% 
wanting more bungalows and houses suitable for the elderly. 21% wanted more mixed 
housing while 27% thought it should remain as it is. Although aspirations are clearly mixed 
there is a clear wish to attract more young people, while providing more mixed housing, 
including smaller homes for older people. 
 

Other answers are listed below 

• Very limited development  

• Now too old to say more - potential disqualification by virtue of age hence 
reticence?  

• Shop  

• A balance of small and large houses  

• Keep the village pub, increase facilities depends what they are  

• Not sure what mixed housing means. About new businesses: depends what they are!  

• I would like Beckley to move into the future preserving its story and ethos from the 
past  

• Some low-cost housing for people with local connections only  

• As 15 above; Dwelling type to suit demand but no "affordable nor specialised housing"  
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The answers are very clear. There was considerable support for the Green Belt and its 
purposes, particularly in protecting the parish from being part of Oxford City.  71% felt that 
older buildings such as barns should be developed and 52% sensible infilling.  Although 20% 
felt that there should be no development at all in the Green Belt, which as the whole Parish 
is ‘washed over’ by the Green Belt would mean no development whatsoever. 
 
The ‘other’ answers are listed below. 
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Numbers of respondents in employment numbers were reasonably split with 37% of  
households were none were employed to 27% were one was and 34% were two were.  This 

reflects the older age profile of respondents. 
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A large proportion of people work at home, every day, while others work from home on some 
days, 2 or 4 days per week being the most popular. 

Otherwise the most popular way to commute is by car or car and train. 
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The most popular length of commute was only 5-10 miles [31%], but most do not commute 
[33%]. 
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Most children cycle to school [37.5%] or are taken by car [25%] or coach [25%]. 

One has a mixture. 
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There are only 7 children included in this response and 6 of these travelled only 5-10 miles to 
school, the remaining one, between 11-20 miles. 
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The most important issue for the Neighbourhood Plan was preservation of the Green Belt 

[84%], since there had been a number of threats to build on Wick Farm and other fields south 

of the B4027. 

This was closely followed by keeping the pub [71%] and protecting the views from the  

village [59%]. 

Design and planning, where to build, mixed housing and social/affordable housing were also 
high in the ranking and are issues that the Neighbourhood Plan can address.  
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Buses, traffic etc. are issues that the Plan cannot address, but could help alleviate with design 

and site criteria. 

 

Other issues mentioned are listed below - 
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APPENDIX 12. CRITERIA FOR DEVELOPMENT SITES 
 

Beckley and Stood Parish lies completely within the Oxford Green Belt. 

Green Belt serves five purposes: 
 
1. to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; 
2. to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another; 
3. to assist in safeguarding the countryside from   encroachment; 
4. to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and 
5. to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban 
land.  
 
The Neighbourhood Plan must comply with  

➢ Comply with national policy and guidance (NPPF/NPPG National Planning 

Policy Framework and Planning Practice Guidance) 

➢  Help achieve sustainable development 

➢  Comply with local strategic policy (SODC Core Strategy, VWHDC List of 

strategic policies, Local Plan – Preferred Options 2032) 

➢  Be compatible with EU legislation (HRA Habitat Regulations Assessment, 

ECHR European Convention on Human Rights) 

➢  Town and Country Planning Act 1990 Schedule 4B Paragraph  8 (Localism Act 

2011 Schedule 10) 

In the Local Plan Preferred Option 2032 Small villages increase in housing 5% i.e. 13 houses 

The National Planning Practice Guidance States that -  

A local planning authority should regard the construction of new buildings as inappropriate 

in Green Belt. Exceptions to this are: 

• buildings for agriculture and forestry; 

• provision of appropriate facilities for outdoor sport, outdoor recreation and for 

cemeteries, as long as it preserves the openness of the Green Belt and does not 

conflict with the purposes of including land within it; 

• the extension or alteration of a building provided that it does not result in 

disproportionate additions over and above the size of the original building; 

• the replacement of a building, provided the new building is in the same use and not 

materially larger than the one it replaces; 

• limited infilling in villages, and limited affordable housing for local community needs 

under policies set out in the Local Plan; or 

• limited infilling or the partial or complete redevelopment of previously developed 

sites (brownfield land), whether redundant or in continuing use (excluding 

temporary buildings), which would not have a greater impact on the openness of 

the Green Belt and the purpose of including land within it than the existing 

development. 
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A Parish meeting was held on 10th October to decide what other criteria should be included 

in choosing development sites.  After discussion and voting these were – 

Criteria         Votes 

• Infilling        17   }  

• Infilling – not in green-field sites 1 or 2 plots – neighbourly  11   } 

• Go slow [delay/do not move quickly on new developments] 17 

• Protecting views both to and from the village   16 

• Off-road parking [within the site for all household cars]  11 – design 

• Neighbourly – established scale     10 – design 

• Low eaves – sympathetic [design]     10 – design 

• Local stone         9  - design 

• Flooding         6 

• Gardens         5 – design 

• Smaller houses        5  

• Houses for local people       5 

• Accessibility         4 – design 

• Drainage         4 

• Limit enlargement of smaller houses      3  

• [Limit] paved areas and driveways      3 

• Protecting biodiversity       2 

• No building on the extremes of the plot     1 

• Protecting ecology        1 

• Lower housing density       0 

• Knock down big houses and build smaller ones     0 

Design – denotes criteria which should be included in design criteria as well or instead 

G Camps-Walsh 18.10.16 

 

Refined wording for Development Site Criteria– 

Development Sites must – 

• Infill in plots between or behind existing housing 

• Views both to and from the village must be protected 

o No development on hill top or horizons which are visible  

• Sufficient car parking must be available within the site so no parking of cars is 

necessary on roads i.e. the number of car parking spaces must be a t least the same 

as the number of bedrooms 

• A review of flood risk is required for all potential development sites 

• Gardens are a very important feature in Beckley and provision of a garden in 

proportion to the house size is an important criterion 

• Building in local stone is encouraged 

• Minimising paved and hard standing areas is encouraged to minimise flooding and run 

off 

• Building of smaller houses is encouraged to help to ensure that local people are able 

to downsize and stay in the village  

Similar 
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APPENDIX 13. DESIGN CRITERIA SURVEY  
 

POLICY 
 
Development 
 
The whole of the Parish lies within the Oxford Green Belt and consequently there is a general 
presumption AGAINST any significant development of any kind. 
 
There are certain instances where exceptions to this may be considered, namely: - 
 

1. Extensions to existing buildings (dwellings or other) up to an increase limited to [40%] of the 
original volume. 

2. Rebuilding of physically or functionally obsolete buildings up to a increase limited to [40%] of 
the original volume. 

3. Infilling of available space between existing buildings on the same frontage.  We live in a 
rural area where space around buildings is the main ingredient of rural environment.  Open 
spaces must be preserved especially if a new building is proposed and might obscure views 
out into the countryside and out of the village. 

4. Conversion of obsolete agricultural or industrial buildings into dwellings.  A high standard of 
design will be required for such proposals. 

5. Building of small sized dwellings in the gardens of existing dwellings.  Overlooking, noise and 
disturbance must be avoided.  The design and scale must not dominate adjoining buildings. 

 
Development in any of the above instances will also be subject to compliance with the Beckley 
Design Guide. (see below) 
Proposals within the Conservation Area will in addition be subject to the SODC provisions applying 
 
 Environment    
 
The Village draws much of its physical character from its rural location and from its Green Belt 
designation.  This is of great value and should be strenuously preserved for the long term.  Items of 
special note and worthy of protection are:- 
 

1. The views from the village and from all the approach roads northwards over Otmoor and 
adjacent farmland. 

2. The views into the village, particularly from the north, to the Church and conservation area.  
3. The openness of the farmland and the associated groups of trees and hedgerows and other 

small fields, paddocks and large rear gardens. 
4.  Front gardens must be preserved and should not be taken up for the parking of vehicles 
5. Power cables should be located underground, not overhead. 
6. Additional street lighting will be discouraged. 
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QUESTION 1. 
Do you agree with the criteria above?  Yes  No 

 

 
 
Individual Responses are listed below – 

 

 

 

 
 
Answers 7-9 were spam and nothing to do with the survey so are not included. 
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Individual Responses are listed below (although 5-7 are excluded as they are spam) – 
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Q 6. BECKLEY DESIGN GUIDE  
 
In cases where an acceptable and reasonable case has been made for development the 
design of extensions and new buildings will be expected to comply with the following guide 
lines:- 
 

1. No development will be permitted on any skyline in such a position where it is over 
dominant over its neighbours or detracts from the views into or out of the village. 

2. Buildings should always be compatible with the size and character of their 
neighbours, and in the Conservation Area should generally be built of natural stone.  

3. There must be at least 1.5m between any part of a building and the boundary with it 
neighbours. 

4. Buildings should be restricted to a maximum height of 10m above the adjacent road  
5. No building should be designed so that its height, massing and general scale is over 

dominant or intrusive over its neighbours. 
6. Buildings should seek to preserve the daylighting, amenity and privacy of neighbours. 
7. In all cases adequate off-road parking should be provided for residents  
8. Generally, building materials of brick, rendered blockwork, timber or tile cladding 

and natural stone with roofs covering of tiles or slate will be accepted.  uPVC and 
other synthetic cladding materials will be discouraged 

9. Flat roofs are not regarded as being in character with the rural landscape and will 
generally be discouraged. 

10. Large box type dormer windows with flat roofs will generally be discouraged. 
11. Solar panels on roofs facing the main road frontage will not be welcomed. 
12. Outside lighting on buildings should be fully shielded to direct light downwards to 

prevent light pollution 
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Individual comments listed below minus spam answers. 
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